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Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is hands-down the most controversial treatment in modern psychiatry. No other treatment has generated such a fierce and
polarized public debate. Critics of ECT say it’s a crude tool of psychiatric coercion;
advocates say it is the most effective, lifesaving psychiatric treatment that exists
today.
The truth is that modern-day ECT is a far cry from the old methods that earned
ECT its sinister reputation. For many of you reading this, the thought of ECT
conjures up images of the 1975 movie “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,” with
Jack Nicholson thrashing about, forced against his will to endure painful, violent
seizures. This is not an accurate portrayal of how ECT is used today. The treatment has evolved into a relatively painless procedure with proven effectiveness
in the fight against depression. It has survived its critics because it is safe and
because it works.
Today, much of the opposition to ECT seems political in nature and originates
in the anti-psychiatry groups that even oppose the use of antidepressants for the
treatment of depression. These groups inaccurately perceive ECT as invasive and
brain damaging and insist that no reasonable person can give an informed
consent for such a treatment. Attacks on ECT continue to be featured on the
Internet, on television and radio talk shows, and in newspaper articles. These
fuel the public’s fears and misperceptions regarding the treatment.
Among psychiatrists, there is little controversy about ECT. The National Institute
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of Mental Health, the American Psychiatric Association, the American Medical
Association, and the U.S. Surgeon General all endorse ECT as a valuable tool in
the treatment of certain psychiatric disorders, including depression.
ECT involves passing a carefully controlled electrical current through a person’s
brain to trigger a seizure—a rapid discharge of nerve impulses throughout the
brain. The electricity is passed between two electrodes that are placed on the
patient’s scalp.
Depending on the location of the electrodes, ECT is defined as bilateral or unilateral. In bilateral ECT, one electrode is placed on the left side of the head, the
other on the right side. In unilateral ECT, one electrode is placed at the top
(vertex) of the head and the other typically on the right side. (The differences
between bilateral and unilateral ECT are discussed further on page 29.) When
the current is passed between the electrodes, a generalized seizure is produced
in the brain. The seizure usually lasts for 30 to 60 seconds.
ECT is sometimes referred to as shock therapy, but this is a misnomer. People who
undergo ECT today feel no electric shock because they are unconscious during
the procedure. A better term for ECT is “seizure therapy,” because the effect of

THE HISTORY OF ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY

ECT was first used in the 1930s. At first, researchers injected chemicals in
people with mental disorders to induce seizures, but the chemicals were
soon replaced by electrical currents.
Because of ECT’s obvious effectiveness and the lack of alternate treatments,
it was used widely in the decades preceding the introduction of antidepressant medications in the 1950s. In those early years, ECT was administered
without anesthesia or muscle relaxants, and the electrical current was much
higher than what is used today. The therapy could therefore be painful and
risky. Violent seizures would cause the body to thrash with a force great
enough to break bones.
ECT is very different today, although it does still pose a risk of side effects,
such as confusion and memory loss. The therapy is far more refined, with
carefully calculated electrical currents administered in a controlled medical
setting to achieve maximum benefits with minimal risks.
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the electrical current is to induce a generalized seizure. Even the term electroconvulsive is misleading, given that drugs are used to suppress the convulsions
(powerful involuntary muscle contractions) that typically accompany a seizure.
Regardless of its name, the bottom line is that ECT is far and away the most
e ffective treatment that currently exists for depression. The recent resurgence
of interest in the procedure is therefore not surprising.
Depression is such a pervasive problem, and the medications available today do
not come anywhere close to ECT in terms of effectiveness. Doctors who perform
ECT essentially treat people who are medication resistant or who have suboptimal
responses to the medicines, and about 85% of these difficult-to-treat patients
improve with ECT. This is a remarkably high response rate in a severely
depressed group of people.
Moreover, the rapid response most patients have to ECT—sometimes as fast as
after the first or second treatment—makes it incredibly valuable. There are
many situations where this is necessary. When a patient is suicidal, for example,
you can’t wait around for several weeks while a drug takes effect. ECT is therefore often the first-line treatment in an emergency, especially when a person is
suicidal, psychotic, not eating, or catatonic (immobile).
Some 100,000 Americans undergo ECT treatments each year. Deciding whether
ECT is a good treatment option for you or a loved one—and whether it should
be your first-line treatment or your last resort—can be a difficult decision.
The following are questions I’m frequently asked by patients and physicians
about ECT. The answers should help you make an informed decision about the
treatment.

Q.

When is ECT an appropriate treatment?

A.

ECT is generally recommended for people with severe depression (accompanied by psychosis, suicidal intent, or refusal to eat), especially if it is resistant
to medications. It is also used for mania that has not improved with medications and for schizophrenia (when symptoms are severe or medications are
inadequate).
Focusing exclusively on depression, the first situation in which ECT is
extremely advantageous is when a person is acutely suicidal, because the quick
response to ECT is crucial. People can begin to respond even after the first
treatment or two.
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People who have had ECT before and responded well are good candidates for
ECT. Other first-line indications for the procedure include people who are
catatonic or suffering from a form of depression known as psychotic depression
(depression associated with delusions and hallucinations).
But the main group of people who undergo ECT are those who suffer from
severe depression that is not responding to any medications.
One of the issues always associated with medication-resistant patients is whether
they have had adequate drug trials—“adequate” means a medication is taken at

IS ECT RIGHT FOR YOU OR YOUR LOVED ONE?
FIVE QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF

1. Is fast symptom relief crucial? If a person is acutely suicidal, is so
depressed that he/she refuses to eat or drink, or experiences delusions or
hallucinations that put him at risk for hurting himself or others, there is not
time to wait for antidepressants to take effect. In these emergency situations, ECT can offer faster benefits than medications.
2. Have several antidepressants been ineffective? When a person has failed
two or three adequate trials of antidepressant medications (and possibly
psychotherapy as well), ECT is a feasible option. “Adequate” means a medication is taken at high enough doses for a long enough period of time to
give it a real chance to be effective.
3. Is taking antidepressants out of the question? Some people experience
intolerable side effects from antidepressants, even at the lowest possible
therapeutic doses. For these people, medications are not an option.
Antidepressants may potentially be dangerous to women who are pregnant
and want to avoid exposing their unborn child to psychiatric medications.
ECT is a viable option for pregnant women.
4. Have you had ECT in the past and responded well to it? If ECT successfully treated your depression in the past, it makes sense to stick with a
treatment that you know has worked for you previously.
5. Have you failed to respond to other treatments in the past? If you’ve
suffered from depression in the past and could not find an effective
treatment, it may be time to consider ECT for your current depression.
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high enough doses for a long enough period of time to give it a real chance to
be effective. If a patient has had two or three adequate trials of medications
from different classes of antidepressants (a drug is categorized in a class based
on how it works, i.e., drugs in different classes work differently) and failed on all
of them, then ECT is warranted.

Q.

How does ECT work?

A.

Depression is believed to be caused by an imbalance in the brain’s chemical
messenger system. ECT works to rebalance that system. But exactly how it
accomplishes this remains a mystery to neuroscientists and psychiatrists. Many
rodent studies have been conducted in hopes of better understanding ECT’s
mechanism of action, but they have not been informative in any definitive way.
What we do know is that, despite the increase in brain activity that characterizes
the induced seizure, there is a net decrease in activity in certain areas of the
brain (the prefrontal cortex, for example) following ECT. One hypothesis is
that, by inducing a seizure—the absolute strongest stimulus the brain can take—
there is a consequent dampening down of brain circuits afterward. This quieting
of the brain, it is thought, may help alleviate symptoms of depression.
New research in rodents is evaluating whether ECT may change the structure
of the synapse—the small gap between ner ve cells where the brain’s chemical
messengers play such an important role. Changes to the synapse would affect
memory, learning, and mood. But this avenue of research is still preliminary.

Q.

What should a person expect when undergoing ECT? What preparation is
required?

A.

Before the first ECT treatment, a patient will have a thorough psychiatric
evaluation as well as a complete physical exam. The patient must also sign
informed consent documents authorizing the use of ECT. “Consent” means
that you understand the procedure as well as its risks and benefits. (See pages
33–35 to review the informed consent forms we use at Johns Hopkins.)

If a patient is unable to provide written consent, state or local laws may allow
the appointment of a legal guardian who can approve the procedure on the
patient’s behalf, if the treatment is deemed medically necessary.
ECT can be performed in an inpatient or outpatient setting. It is typically
conducted in the presence of at least two physicians, a psychiatrist, and an
anesthesiologist. Because it is done under general anesthesia (a very short-
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acting barbiturate), food and drinks must be avoided for eight to 12 hours
before the procedure. For this reason, it is usually given first thing in the
morning, before breakfast.
After the patient is put to sleep by an anesthesiologist and immobilized with a
muscle relaxant (succinylcholine), electrode pads about the size of a silver dollar
are placed on two areas of the scalp. A short, controlled set of electrical pulses is
then passed between the electrodes by a machine designed for this purpose. The
current lasts only for a couple of seconds, and the resulting seizure lasts for 30
seconds to a minute. Vital signs—heart rate, blood pressure, and breathing—are
monitored throughout the procedure.
Brain activity is also monitored throughout the procedure and is recorded on an
electroencephalogram (EEG) in a similar way that an ECG measures a person’s
heart’s activity. A sudden increase in activity on the EEG signals the beginning of
the seizure; a leveling off shows the seizure is over. A generalized seizure must
be induced in order for ECT to be effective.
Because patients are under anesthesia and have taken muscle relaxants, they do
not feel the current and convulse minimally during the treatment. The only outward sign that the patient is having a seizure may be a rhythmic movement of a
foot or a hand.

Q.

What should a person expect immediately following ECT?

A.

Patients awaken three to five minutes after the treatment is over. For anywhere from five to 45 minutes, patients may experience a period of acute posttreatment delirium. They are typically very confused, and some experience
headache, muscle stiffness, and disorientation.
The majority of patients are not agitated when they wake up, but for the 10% to
20% who are, a short-acting benzodiazepine or Haldol (haloperidol) is given.
Patients’ alertness and orientation typically return to normal over the next hour.
If ECT is done on an outpatient basis, a family member or friend must drive the
patient home after the procedure (driving is not allowed in the 24 hours following an ECT session) and stay until he or she goes to sleep that night.

Q.

What are the common side effects?

A.

In addition to the immediate side effects of the procedure (see question
above), a person may temporarily experience difficulty acquiring new information.
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It is possible to lose memories formed before the procedure as well. But these
learning and memory problems usually return to normal within a few weeks or
months following the final ECT treatment.
Memories of events immediately surrounding an ECT session may be lost permanently, however.

Q.

Perhaps the biggest concern among patients is memory loss. Can you
elaborate on ECT’s effects on memory?

A.

Memory loss is indeed one of the greatest concerns of people who receive
ECT, and rightfully so. Most patients experience some permanent loss of
memory for events during the treatment and a few days to weeks before.

Although it’s difficult to tease out which memory deficits are caused by the
depression (depression is, after all, a disease associated with damaging cognitive
effects) and which are caused by ECT, it is clear that both retrograde memory—
the recall of events that occurred before the treatment—and anterograde
memory—the ability to absorb new knowledge afterward—deteriorate as ECT
treatment progresses.
The ability to acquire new memories typically resolves after a few weeks, but
retrograde memory deficits may take longer and may not completely resolve in
some patients. The risk of more severe and long-lasting memory loss is a heavily
debated topic, but most studies report that it is uncommon.
One such study, conducted by researchers at the New York State Psychiatric
Institute, took a long-term look at ECT’s effects on memory and intellectual
functioning in several hundred patients. Before treatment, participants were
given tests of retrograde and anterograde memory as well as overall cognitive
functioning, attention, and reaction time. They also answered a questionnaire
on autobiographical memory. After treatment and then again six months later,
the participants were given these same tests.
By the end of the course of ECT, most patients’ test scores had declined. But six
months later, most patients rebounded and were scoring better than before
treatment. This shows just how debilitating the effects of severe depression can
be on the brain. (In fact, other studies have shown that patients whose depression responds best to ECT have the fewest memory complaints.)
Unfortunately, only most patients rebounded, not all. Some still scored worse
than before ECT on the autobiographical memory test. And on that test, just
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over 10% of the patients showed severe deficits. Women and elderly people
appeared to be most vulnerable.
I must point out that many of these studies have been done with bilateral ECT—
the standard placement of electrodes at the temples on opposite sides of the
head. But nowadays, many doctors prefer to place the electrodes on the same
side of the head (usually the right side)—called unilateral ECT—because it has
been proven to minimize memory side effects.
Some practitioners think unilateral ECT is less effective than bilateral ECT, but
others—and I put myself in this category—believe that if the dose of electricity
is adequate, unilateral can work just as well as bilateral (for depression) with far
fewer memory side effects.
Several years ago, Harold Sackeim, Ph.D., of the New York State Psychiatric
Institute—the premier researcher in ECT—published a randomized, doubleblind comparison of bilateral and right unilateral ECT in the Archives of General
Psychiatry. He found that high-dosage unilateral ECT is as effective as bilateral
ECT but produces less severe and less persistent cognitive deficits.
Dr. Sackeim just published another study in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology
(February 2007) confirming his previous findings. Before this, there had never
been a large-scale, prospective study of the cognitive effects of ECT.
The study concluded that bilateral ECT resulted in more severe and persistent
retrograde memory loss than right unilateral ECT. Patients treated exclusively
with bilateral ECT showed 3.4 times the memory loss immediately after ECT and
2.8 times the memory loss six months after ECT.
Despite the ongoing controversy regarding the extent to which memory loss is
associated with how ECT is administered (bilateral vs. unilateral), the evidence
shows that ECT’s adverse cognitive effects can be significantly reduced by using
advanced techniques.

Some practitioners think unilateral ECT is less effective than bilateral ECT, but
others—and I put myself in this categor y—believe that if the dose of electricity is
adequate, unilateral can work just as well as bilateral for depression with far
fewer memory side effects.
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Q. Are there any serious risks from treatment? Does ECT cause brain damage?
A.

All medical treatments have an element of risk. ECT carries no more risk
than having minor surgery under general anesthesia. For some people, ECT is
actually safer than taking antidepressant medications.
There have been many myths about ECT causing brain damage. Studies using
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain show that ECT does not change
brain anatomy in any way.

Q.

How many treatments are needed?

A.

Typically, ECT is given two to three times a week for a total of six to 12
sessions.

Q.

How well does ECT work?

A.

Studies have shown ECT to be effective in 80% to 85% of the patients who
receive it.

ECT is very well studied. Researchers have used several controls for comparison,
such as “sham” ECT (all the elements of the procedure but without the electric
stimulus), tricyclic antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, combinations of antidepressants and neuroepileptics (anticonvulsants), and placebos.
Some studies have found ECT to be at least as effective as medications, but
others have found it to be superior. Specifically, data show that patients respond
positively to medications 40% to 70% of the time but may require several trials
of different medications. In contrast, ECT has a response rate of 80% to 85%,
even though it is typically not even attempted until other treatments have failed.
Not one controlled study has ever shown another form of treatment to be better
than ECT in the short-term management of severe depression.
It is important to note that most published studies were not designed to assess
the efficacy of ECT beyond the short term. Evidence shows that relapse rates in
the year following ECT are typically high unless maintenance antidepressant
medications (or maintenance ECT) are prescribed. (See “What are the relapse
rates?” on the next page.)
Research also shows that most people who have had ECT were glad they had
received the treatment, felt safe having it, and would choose ECT again in the
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future if recommended by a psychiatrist. (See “How Distressing is ECT to
patients?” below.)

Q.

How soon after ECT do people generally see improvements?

A.

ECT works much faster than medications. On average, ECT takes two to
three weeks to take effect. By contrast, medications usually take six to eight
weeks for improvements to become apparent.
Although some people feel significantly better after just one or two ECT
treatments, this improvement is not typically sustained, especially if antidepressant medications are not given afterwards. ECT typically requires six to 12
treatments spread out over several weeks.

Q. What are the relapse rates?
A.

ECT is not a cure. Its major limitation is that its benefits are often shortlived. Without maintenance drug therapy following ECT, virtually all patients
would relapse within six months.

Of course some people undergo ECT precisely because they can’t take medications. This is most common in elderly patients. In these cases, I recommend
maintenance ECT to avoid relapse. The medical literature shows that maintenance ECT is an effective, well-tolerated, and cost-effective way to reduce
relapse, particularly in the elderly.
If patients can tolerate medications, they are prescribed an antidepressant
following ECT, even if they have failed on medications in the past and even if
maintenance ECT is prescribed. Many people who undergo ECT do so while
they remain on medication. The two treatments are not mutually exclusive.

Q.

What does maintenance ECT involve?

A.

A typical maintenance ECT regimen would be a treatment once a month, or
two or three treatments in a row every six weeks.

Q.

How distressing is ECT to patients?

A.

Memory side effects are a definite source of distress for some patients. And
while there are clearly patients who perceive ECT as terrifying, most speak positively about the procedure after having it.
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NEW RESEARCH: ECT IMPROVES QUALITY OF LIFE

Health-related quality of life (HRQOL) is a measure of a person’s perceived
physical and mental health over time. People with major depression suffer
from poorer HRQOL than people with hypertension, arthritis, angina, or
other common medical conditions. Not surprisingly, HRQOL is especially
compromised in severely depressed patients who are referred for ECT.
It is well established that ECT has powerful antidepressant effects, but little
is known about how much those effects impact a patient’s HRQOL over the
long term. In a recent study in the Journal of Affective Disorders, researchers
in New York City measured HRQOL in 283 patients with treatment-resistant
depression before ECT, several days after ECT, and 24 weeks after ECT.
They did so by administering a questionnaire known as the Medical
Outcomes Study Short Form-36, which measures physical functioning,
vitality, emotional and physical health, mental health, bodily pain, and
general health.
Both immediately after ECT as well as several months later, researchers
found a significant improvement in HRQOL in people whose depression
went into remission after ECT. These findings can be added to the list of
ECT benefits. Although many patients (and even some physicians) try to
avoid ECT, it is a valuable tool for alleviating depressive symptoms and
improving quality of life.

In an article published in the Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine—and aptly
titled “Are Patients Shocked by ECT?”—72 consecutive patients treated with
ECT for severe mental illness were asked their opinions about the procedure:
83% considered they had improved as a result of the treatment, and 81% would
have it again. Most found the experience neutral or pleasant, and 54% considered a trip to the dentist more distressing.

Q.

Can ECT be refused by a patient?

A.

Yes. As long as you have the legal capacity to make your own decisions, ECT
cannot be given without your consent.

Of course the vast majority of patients do give consent. For those who can’t
because they are too ill, the legal guardian can approve the procedure on the
patient’s behalf. If a patient has no legal guardian and is unable to give
(continued on page 36)
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informed consent (e.g., the patient is catatonic), a psychiatrist can get a court
order to perform the procedure.
The informed consent documents we use at Johns Hopkins can be reviewed on
pages 33–35.

Q.

Are there age restrictions for ECT?

A.

No. The majority of our ECT patients at Johns Hopkins are over age 60,
and the oldest patient I have treated was 94. Despite the fact that older people
tend to have multiple serious illnesses, there is some evidence that older people
actually respond better than younger people to ECT.
The youngest patient I have ever treated with ECT was 18. ECT is used for
adolescents, but it is rare. The American Academy of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry says that ECT should be considered for an adolescent when the symptoms are severe or the patient has not responded to two antidepressant drugs.
Both the patient and his or her legal guardian must give consent.

Q.

What medical conditions require special consideration when undergoing
ECT?

A. There are few medical conditions that prohibit the use of ECT. Even people
with pacemakers can safely have the procedure.
All patients who undergo ECT experience a temporary rise in blood pressure
during the treatment. This is controlled by beta-blockers and nitroglycerin
administered by the anesthesiologist. But it means that patients with high blood
pressure or other cardiovascular conditions should have a consultation with a
cardiologist prior to having ECT to make sure their condition is well controlled.
The same holds true for people with glaucoma, for which intraocular pressure
(which is related to blood pressure) is an issue.
Many of our patients have diabetes. This is an issue because patients are not
allowed anything to eat or drink after midnight the night before treatment.
Consequently, we have to adjust their dose of insulin or oral hypoglycemics (to
half or perhaps none) before treatment.
ECT is often a treatment of choice in severely depressed pregnant women who
don’t want to expose the fetus to antidepressant medications. We monitor the
fetal heart rate before and after the procedure, and the patient of course consults with an obstetrician. ECT is safe for pregnant women.
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CASE STUDY: ELECTROCONVULSIVE THERAPY

A 73-year-old woman with no
prior psychiatric history began
to feel increasingly uneasy
and fearful. Her sleep was disturbed, and she had neither the
energy nor the interest to participate in her usual social activities with her church group.
After several months of feeling
this way, her primary care physician started her on 20 mg a day
of fluoxetine (Prozac). A precipitous worsening of her symptoms followed, and she became
unable to leave her house, feeling convinced that her sister—
who was in good health—was in
imminent danger of dying.
Soon, she would not eat without
a great deal of encouragement,
and she needed help with basic
daily activities, such as bathing.
Believing that she could not be
safely treated at home, her
physician referred her to the
hospital for inpatient treatment.
Once hospitalized, the patient’s
medication was changed from
fluoxetine to nortriptyline
(Aventyl, Pamelor), one of
the tricyclic antidepressants.
However, she continued to
exhibit severe symptoms of
depression, including marked
changes in her mood, sleep,
appetite, energy, and ability to
interact with others. She
remained convinced—and

distressed—that her sister was
in danger. Because her symptoms were so severe and the
expected time for the new antidepressant to take effect was
not for another four to six
weeks, the treating physicians
recommended electroconvulsive therapy (ECT).
Both the patient and her family
were initially wary of this treatment, mainly because of what
they had read and seen in old
movies. In particular, they were
worried that she would be uncomfortable and lose a substantial portion of her memory if
she underwent ECT. The staff
at the hospital explained to the
patient and family how significant changes in ECT, including
the use of general anesthesia
and muscle relaxants, have
improved ECT. They explained
that memory difficulties are
usually short term and primarily affect the period just
before and just after treatment.
Ultimately, the patient and her
family agreed that she should
try ECT.
The woman’s antidepressant
medication was tapered off as
she began a series of ECT treatments, administered three
times a week. After three treatments, she had increased her
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ability to participate in daily
activities, dressing herself and
interacting with her family.
And after seven treatments, her
worries about her sister began
to subside.
As the course of ECT progressed, she continued to
improve in her mood, energy
level, appetite, and sleep. She
was also much more interactive
with her family and the staff.
After 11 treatments, her improvement reached a plateau,
and the course of ECT was
ended. The patient was slowly
restarted on nortriptyline and
released from the hospital when
the dose of the antidepressant
reached therapeutic levels.
The woman was followed
closely after her ECT treatment because the benefits of
ECT are time-limited. One
year after her hospitalization,
her mood remains stable. She
is continuing to take nortriptyline and has periodic blood
tests to check that her dose
remains therapeutic. She sees
her psychiatrist regularly—
every four to six weeks—to
monitor symptoms and medications. And, she states that
she is willing to undergo ECT
again if her severe depression
returns.
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For patients with a seizure disorder, ECT is a little more tricky because anticonvulsants will block the effects of the treatment. The question is whether and by
how much to lower the dose of the patient’s anticonvulsants to allow the ECT to
take effect. To determine this, we consult with the patient’s neurologist. ECT
actually has a net anticonvulsant effect and increases seizure threshold over
time, so there are no detrimental long-term effects on the seizure disorder.

Q. What is the future of ECT/“seizure therapy”?
A.

Neuroscientists and psychiatrists are hard at work looking for therapies that
have the positive effects of ECT without the memory risks. The FDA is currently
deciding, for example, whether to approve a technique known as rapid transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), which involves the placement of an electromagnetic coil on the scalp. A pulsed high-intensity current is passed through
the coil into specific areas of the brain, creating a powerful and focused magnetic field that changes the way brain cells function.

Another approach, magnetic seizure therapy, is a combination of ECT and
rTMS: It uses a coil similar to the apparatus used in rTMS to stimulate only
certain parts of the brain but induces seizures like ECT. It is still in the early
stages of development but is designed to produce fewer side effects than ECT.
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